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Installation Instructions HT Safe®
We refer to the following standards and regulations as basis for the installation
and use of our discharge pipe system HT Safe:
DIN EN 12056 Gravity drainage systems inside buildings
DIN 1986-100 Drainage systems on private ground - Part 100
DIN 4109 and VDI 4100 Sound insulation in buildings

1. Field of application
The following instruction describes how the HT Safe pipes and fittings - for discharging media in foul water,
rainwater and ventilation pipes inside buildings - are to be handled, stored and mounted.
Orders for laying the detailed waste water piping systems are only to be placed with companies with a pool
of trained operating personnel. The instruction is only for installing genuine pipes and fittings involving the
use of the genuine sealing elements and lubricants.
2. Transport, handling and storage
Unpalletized pipes should be laid completely flat along their entire length during transport. Heavy shocks
– especially in freezing temperatures – must be avoided. For loading and unloading wide canvass lifting
harnesses must be used.
Pipes and fittings may be stored outdoors; pre-installed sealing elements should not be stored longer
than three years.
The following points must be observed when laying pipes:
a) Pipes must be stored in a stable position so that no deformation or sagging can take place.
b) The pipe sockets must be free, both in the vertical and horizontal directions.
c) A stacking height of 1.5 meters should not be exceeded.
3. Cutting to length and beveling
Cutting pipes to length is done at right angles by using a pipe cutter or a fine-toothed saw. The cut edges
must be deburred. The pipe end is then beveled with a beveling tool or by using a coarse file at an angle
wof approx. 15° as shown in the following figure.
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4. Connecting pipes and fittings
a) Clean the pipe spigot end and clean the socket.
b) Check the condition and quality of the factory pre-installed sealing element.
c) Apply factory supplied lubricant lightly and evenly on the bevelled surface only of the spigot end.
When inserting, the ring seal must be free of lubricant. Center up the spigot end of the pipe and
push until the pipe end reaches the end of the socket.
d) Length changes between pipes and fittings as well as between pipes within the spigot and
socket connection are possible. It is required that the pipe be pulled back a maximum of 10 mm.
The spigot ends of fittings may remain fully pushed into the socket.
Pipes must be secured with pipe clamps to prevent slippage during subsequent installation work.
This is done after taking into account the necessary measures concerning length changes.
5. Pipe Clamps
In general, plastic waste water pipe systems must be installed so that they are not under mechanical
stresses and are allowed to undergo natural length changes. As a rule, securing pipes is done with pipe
clamps that have an inner lining and that are appropriate for the given outer diameter and which completely
circumvent the pipe. If no inner lining is used inside the clamp, then the inside edge of the clamp must be
rounded off and the inside surface must be smooth. Only an inner lining that is recommended by the pipe
manufacturer can be used.
Inner linings made of PVC or pipe hooks must not be used!
5.1 Fixed Clamps
Fixed points are achieved by completely tightening the pipe clamps in a piping system. They must be
positioned so that each pipe length is prevented from slipping. The fixed clamps must be positioned
directly behind the socket for pipe with sockets.
Fittings or groups of fittings must always be laid out as fixed points.
5.2 Loose Clamps
Pipe clamps which are not completely tightened (loose clamps) must allow unimpaired longitudinal
movement of the pipeline after installation. For this reason the inside diameter of the clamp must be
slightly bigger than the outside diameter of the pipe when installed.
5.3 Distance between Pipe Clamps
Recommended Pipe Clamp Intervals
DN/OD

horizontal (m)

vertical (m)
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0,50

1,20
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0,50

1,50
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2,00
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1,10

2,00
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2,00
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1,60

2,00

6. Laying Pipe Lines in Masonry Structures
Slots in masonry must be made to allow stress and tension free pipe installation. If the pipes must be
embedded in mortar without the use of mortar carriers or enclosures, then the pipes and fittings must be
completely wrapped in flexible material, such as cardboard, mineral or glass wool. At areas where high
temperatures can occur, appropriate measures must be taken to protect the pipes (insulation of heat
carrying lines e.g. heating lines). In addition, the ZVSHK guidelines „Vorwandinstallation“ and the ZVSHK
instruction manual „Entwässerungsleitungen“ must be referred to.
Horizontally laid pipelines (connecting or collecting lines) which, for example, serve as a connection for
multiple wall fixture elements should have a wrapping along the entire length. Linear expansion of the pipes
and fixtures must not be hindered.
7. Pipe Installation in Ceilings and Floors
Laying pipes in ceilings must be done so that they are moisture proof and sound proof. The appropriate
wrapping material must be used. In case of floors using poured asphalt, the pipeline parts must be
protected by using protective pipes or by wrapping with heat insulating materials.
If fire protection requirements are placed on ceilings, then the appropriate fire protection steps are to
be observed.
8. Installing Pipe Systems in Concrete
House waste water pipes and fittings may be embedded in concrete. Length changes of the pipes from thermal
expansion must be considered as previously described.
The parts of the pipe system must be fastened so that movement and expansion is prevented during concrete
pouring. To prevent penetration of concrete fluid into the gaps of connections, an adhesive tape strip must be
used to seal the socket joint. All pipe openings must be closed off.
9. General re quirements on pipes , fittings and connections
If pipes without factory-made sockets, for example rest lengths or cutted pipes, are installed, it is
recommended to use double sockets as connection piece. Couplers are only to be used for renovation
resp. repair purposes. In case that within one pipe line components of different product standards are used
please note that they have to be connected by standardized or approved adaptor pieces and sealings.
10. Connection to Pipes of other Materials and Pipe Cuttings
To connect HT Safe pipes to other pipe system parts made of some other material, the appropriate fittings
and sealing materials from the manufacturer must be used.
Connection to cast-iron pipe socket DN/OD 50, 70, 100

HT safe pipe

GA-gasket

Cast-iron pipe with socket
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11. Rain down pipes
If rain down pipes are installed through living areas, a condensate insulation is recommended also for the
HT Safe System. At this the corresponding part of DIN 1986-100 should be considered: Inside rainwater
pipelines have to be insulated to prevent condensation formation if demanded by the temperatures inside
the building as well as the humidity. The requirements acc. to paragraph 1 also apply for wastewater
downpipes which drain proportionally rainwater from collecting areas acc. to § 19 (4) AwSV.
12. Subsequent Connection of Pipes and Fittings
If a connection must be done to an existing line, then fittings and components made by the manufacturer
must be used.
a) When using couplers a sufficiently long pipe length (pipe length approx. 2 x outside diameter) is cut out,
the ends of the pipe are then to beveled and the branch connector is then installed. The remaining space
in the line is closed off by inserting an appropriately long pipe length and two couplers (Fig A.). The
couplers have to be secured against slipping.
b) If long sockets are used, then a length of pipe that equals the length of the fitting plus the insert depth
is cut out. The long socket is then inserted all the way to the end and the fitting is installed by using a
coupler. Afterwards the spigot end of the long socket is to be inserted in the other socket end of the
fitting (Fig B). The couplers have to be secured against slipping.
Fig. A

Fig. B
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13. Advantages DN/OD 90
The diameter DN/OD 90 can nowadays be used as collecting pipe as
well as falling- and ground pipe. Therefore a complete discharge line
can be installed with only two dimensions (DN/OD 50 and 90). There
are further advantages of DN/OD 90 like for example little space in
supply shafts or in front wall installation. The smaller diameter
supports the washing out behavior and provides for a good self
cleaning in the pipe. DN/OD 90 collecting lines can be used for
• a length up to 10 m
• for the connection of max. two 6 l WC cisterns
• for the connection of max. 6 sanitary items
• at a slope of 1 cm/m (1:100)
• with max. 3 changes of direction of 90° resp. 2 times 45°
According to DIN 1986-100 diameter DN/OD 90 is required for
water-saving toilets with 4,5 to 6 l flush volume. All over Europe
water-saving toilets have been used for years with the dimension
DN/OD 90 without any problems.
Further information at www.ostendorf-kunstoffe.com.

